Gull Athlete Programme

Our Purpose
Fuel Your
Mission

More good times and more good deeds. We’re turning up
wherever Kiwis come out to ‘do good’, by doing right by the
community or plugging into NZ’s appetite for adventure.
We approach challenges with a cheeky sense of humour,
yet strive to be dependable. We aspire to be fun to be
around and are always up for giving it a go. Maverick, yet
genuine. High performance, yet humble.

Fuel Your Mission is our brand tagline that exemplifies
our purpose.
It’s a statement built on aspiration, and describes the
energy and sentiment we want our customers to feel when
fuelling their vehicle: whether they’re a family on a road
trip, a surfer hitting the waves for the weekend, a local
hero on a mission to serve their community or a motorsport
athlete with first place in mind.

The Gull Athlete
Programme
The Gull Athlete programme is integral to
our brand strategy and pillars.
We choose athletes who personify Fuel
Your Mission - to create and communicate
aspirational goals for everyday Kiwis,
weekend warriors and future Olympians.
Gull Athletes assist us in generating brand
awareness, customer loyalty and quality
experiences, and we assist them financially,
whilst promoting their talents and
achievements to our broad audience.
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Are you a
Gull Athlete?

CHECK A Gull personality: Maverick, yet genuine.
High performance, yet humble. In line with our
character and independent brand spirit, with the
ability to be present and communicate concisely
and efficiently.
CHECK Up-and-coming in your field and at the
beginning of your sporting career, with the
potential to succeed.
CHECK On a ‘mission’: With serious goals in mind and
motivated to hit your personal best.
CHECK An active and engaged social media presence
and following, with quality on-brand content to
back this up.
CHECK Mutual understanding: You appreciate and
respect the meaning of sponsorship, accepting it
isn’t a donation, whilst both parties are receiving
maximum gain.

Partnering with Gull
Working with and receiving sponsorship from Gull is a mutually beneficial
partnership - a business agreement. We work with you. You work with us.
All Gull Athletes will receive a base sponsorship package, whereby Gull
will support you with a base salary and promote you through our social
media channels and wider marketing activations.
In return, Athletes are expected to invest time in content creation, social
media, and event/partnership participation to assist Gull with brand
promotion and reaching new audiences.

FURTHER OPPORTUNITIES:
Above and beyond our base sponsorship package, we can discuss
individual and customised packages to suit your talents, ability
and availability.
The more benefits you can bring to the table for Gull (e.g. a large and
engaged social media following), the more we can look to invest in
your sponsorship.

THE GULL ATHLETE AGREEMENT
For new and existing Gull Athletes, the
sponsorship agreement can seem
overwhelming – lots of pages, lots of
words. It’s a legal document so we have
to cover all bases.
We sit down with you in person and
discuss exactly what the contract means
for you and for us, and make sure the
process is transparent and simple to
understand.
What’s covered? Mainly, we’ll chat
through the contract term, your
obligations, our obligations, termination,
your schedule and performance targets,
and a potential bonus scheme.

FOR FURTHER GULL SPONSORSHIP ENQUIRIES,
PLEASE CONTACT:
Caitlin Kropach, Brand Manager
caitlink@gull.nz | gull.nz

